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Abstract
We design e-cient on-line algorithms that predict nearly as well as the best pruning of a
planar decision graph. We assume that the graph has no cycles. As in the previous work on
decision trees, we implicitly maintain one weight for each of the prunings (exponentially many).
The method works for a large class of algorithms that update its weights multiplicatively. It can
also be used to design algorithms that predict nearly as well as the best convex combination of
c 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
prunings. 

1. Introduction
Decision trees are widely used in Machine Learning. Frequently a large tree is
produced initially and then this tree is pruned for the purpose of obtaining a better
predictor. A pruning is produced by deleting some nodes and with them all their
successors. Usually one pruning is produced from the large tree and then this pruning
is used for prediction. In this paper, the prediction is based on a weighted combination
of all the prunings and the weights may vary whenever a new example is processed.
Although there are exponentially many prunings, a recent method developed in coding theory [23] and machine learning [1] makes it possible to (implicitly) maintain
one weight per pruning and predict using a weighted combination of the predictions
of all the prunings. In particular, Helmbold and Schapire [6] use this method to design
an elegant algorithm that is guaranteed to predict nearly as well as the best pruning
∗
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Fig. 1. An example of a decision tree, a pruning, and a decision dag.

of a decision tree. Note again that this algorithm does not settle on a particular pruning even though its predictive performance is compared to the predictive performance
of the best pruning. In further work Pereira and Singer [16] modify the algorithm of
Helmbold and Schapire to the case of edge-based prunings instead of the node-based
prunings deGned above. 3 Edge-based prunings are produced by cutting some edges
of the original decision tree and then removing all nodes below the cuts. Both deGnitions are closely related. Edge-based prunings have been applied to statistical language
modeling [16], where the out-degree of nodes in the tree may be very large.
In this paper, we generalize the methods from decision trees to planar directed acyclic
graphs (dags). In the case of series-parallel dags our algorithm is more e-cient. Such
dags are built recursively by using series or parallel compositions. Trees and upsidedown trees are special cases of series–parallel dags. We deGne a notion of edge-based
prunings of a planar dag. Again we Gnd a way to e-ciently maintain one weight for
each of the exponentially many prunings.
In Fig. 1, the tree R represents a node-based pruning of the decision tree T . Each
node in the original tree T is assumed to have a prediction value in some prediction
space Yˆ . Here, we assume Yˆ = [0; 1]. In the usual setting each instance (from some
instance space) induces a path in the decision tree from the root to a leaf. The path
is based on decisions done at the internal nodes. Thus, w.l.o.g. our instances are paths
in the original decision tree. For a given path, a tree predicts the value at the leaf at
which the path ends. For example, for the path {a; c; f; i} the original tree T predicts
the value 0.2 and the pruning R predicts 0.6.
3 Takimoto et al. [19] develop another algorithm based on the fact that in the oJ-line setting the optimal
pruning of a decision tree can be e-ciently computed by dynamic programming (DP). This DP-based
algorithm can be seen as an alternate method of implicitly maintaining one weight per pruning, although it
is not explicitly designed to do so (see the appendix of [19]).
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In what follows, we consider the prediction values to be associated with the edges.
In tree T of Fig. 1 the prediction value of each edge is given at its lower endpoint.
For example, the edges a, b and c have prediction values 0:4, 0:6 and 0:3, respectively.
Moreover, we think of a pruning as the set of edges that are incident to the leaves of
the pruning. So, the entire tree T (which is also a pruning of T ) and the pruning R of
T are represented by {d; e; g; h; i} and {b; f; g}, respectively. Note that for any pruning
R and any path P, R intersects P at exactly one edge. That is, a pruning “cuts” each
path at an edge. The pruning R predicts on path P with the prediction value of the
edge that is cut.
The notion of pruning can easily be generalized to directed acyclic graphs. We deGne
decision dags as dags with a special source and sink node where each edge is assumed
to have a prediction value. A pruning R of the decision dag is deGned as a set of
edges such that for any s–t path P, R intersects P with exactly one edge. Again the
pruning R predicts on the instance=path P with the value of the edge that is cut. It is
easily seen that the rightmost graph G in Fig. 1 is a decision dag that is equivalent
to T if the two nodes labeled with 0.6 in T have the same (local) decision rule. The
decision dag G has four prunings {ã}, {b̃; c̃}, {b̃; f;˜ g̃} and {d;˜ ẽ; g̃}.
We study learning in the on-line prediction model where the decision dag is given to
the learner. At each trial t = 1; 2; : : :, the learner receives a path Pt and must produce a
prediction ŷt ∈ Yˆ . Then an outcome yt in the outcome space Y is observed (which can
be thought of as the correct value for Pt ). Finally, at the end of the trial the learner
suJers loss L(yt ; ŷt ), where L : Y × Yˆ → [0; ∞] is a Gxed loss function. Since each
pruning R has a prediction value for Pt , the loss of R at this trial is deGned
 analogously.
The goal of the learner is to make predictions so that its total loss t L(yt ; ŷt ) is not
much worse than the total loss of the best pruning or that of the best mixture (convex
combination) of prunings.
It is straightforward to apply any of a large family of on-line prediction algorithms
to our problem. To this end, we just consider each pruning R of G as an expert that
predicts as the pruning R does on all paths. Then, we can make use of any on-line
algorithm that maintains one weight per expert and forms its own prediction ŷt by
combining the predictions of the experts using the current weights (see, for example,
[2,9,13,14,21,22]). Many relative loss bounds have been proven for this setting bounding the additional total loss of the algorithm over the total loss of the best expert or best
weighted combination of experts. However, this “direct” implementation of the on-line
algorithms is ine-cient because one weight=expert would be used for each pruning
of the decision dag and the number of prunings is usually exponentially large. So
the goal is to Gnd e-cient implementations of the direct algorithms so that the exponentially many weights are implicitly maintained. In the case of trees this is possible
[6,19]. Other applications that simulate algorithms with exponentially many weights
are given in [5,15]. We now sketch how this can be done when the decision dag is
planar.
Recall that each pruning and path intersect at one edge. Therefore, in each trial
the edges on the path determine the predictions of all the prunings as well as their
losses. So in each trial the edges on the path also incur a loss and the total loss of a
pruning is always the sum of the total losses of all of its edges. Under a very general
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setting the weight of a pruning is then a function of the weights of its edges. Thus
the exponentially many weights of the prunings collapse to one weight per edge. It is
obvious that if we can e-ciently update the edge weights and compute the prediction
of the direct algorithm from the edge weights, then we have an e-cient algorithm that
behaves exactly as the direct algorithm.
One of the most important family of on-line learning algorithms is the one that
does multiplicative updates of its weights. For this family the weight
 wR of a pruning R is always the product of the weights of its edges, i.e. wR = e∈R ve . The most
important computation in determining the prediction
and
 updating the weights is summing the current weights of all the prunings, i.e. R e∈R ve . We do not know how
to e-ciently compute this sum for arbitrary decision dags. However, for planar decision dags, computing this sum is reduced to computing another sum for the dual
planar dag. The prunings in the primal graph correspond to paths in the dual, and
paths
 in the primal to prunings in the dual. Therefore the above sum is equivalent to
P
e∈P ve , where P ranges over all paths in the dual dag. Curiously enough, the
same formula appears as the likelihood of a sequence of symbols in a Hidden Markov
Model where the edge weights are the transition probabilities. So we can use the
well-known forward–backward algorithm for computing the above formula e-ciently
[12].
The overall time per trial is linear in the number of edges of the decision dag. For
the case where the dag is series–parallel, we can improve the time per trial to grow
linearly in the size of the instance (a path in the dag).
Another approach for solving the on-line pruning problem is to use the specialist framework developed by Freund et al. [3]. Now each edge is considered to be
a specialist. In trial t only the edges on the path are “awake” and all others are
“asleep”. The predictions of the awake edges are combined to form the prediction
of the algorithm. The redeeming feature of their algorithm is that it works for arbitrary sets of prunings and paths over some set of edges with the property that any
pruning and any path intersect at exactly one edge. They can show that their algorithm performs nearly as well as any mixture of specialists. However, even in the
case of decision trees the loss bound of their algorithm is quadratic in the size of the
pruning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally give our
framework of the on-line prediction that is competitive with the best pruning or the
best convex combination of prunings of a given decision dag. In Section 3, we give
the dual prediction problem for a planar dag, where the performance of the algorithm
is compared to the best path or the best convex combination of paths of the dual
decision dag. In Section 4, we give the direct but ine-cient implementation of general
on-line prediction algorithms and present the performance bounds for the algorithms.
In Section 5, we show how to e-ciently simulate the direct algorithm for the dual
problem. In each trial this indirect algorithm requires time proportional to the number
of edges in the dag. In Section 6, we show that for series–parallel dags the time
complexity per trial can be improved to be proportional to the size of the instance.
Series–parallel dags are a subclass of planar dags that include forests of trees and
upside-down trees.
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2. On-line pruning of a decision dag
A decision dag is a directed acyclic graph G = (V; E) with a designated start node
s and a terminal node t. We call s and t the source and the sink of G, respectively. An s–t path is a set of edges of G that forms a path from the source to
the sink. In the decision dag G, each edge e ∈ E is assumed to have a predictor
that, when given an instance (s–t path) that includes the edge e, makes a prediction from the prediction space Yˆ . In a typical setting, the predictions would be real
numbers from Yˆ = [0; 1]. Although the predictor at edge e may make diJerent predictions whenever the path passes through e, we write its prediction as (e) (instead
of t (e)).
A pruning R of G is a set of edges such that for any s–t path P, R intersects P with
exactly one edge, i.e., |R ∩ P| = 1. Let eR∩P denote the edge at which R and P intersect.
Because of the intersection property, a pruning R can be thought of as a well-deGned
function from any instance P to a prediction (eR∩P ) ∈ Yˆ . Let P(G) and R(G) denote
the set of all paths and all prunings of G, respectively. For example, the decision dag
G in Fig. 1 has four prunings, i.e., R(G) = {{ã}; {b̃; c̃}; {b̃; f;˜ g̃}; {d;˜ ẽ; g̃}}. Assume
that we are given an instance P = {ã; b̃; ẽ}. Then, the pruning R = {b̃; f;˜ g̃} predicts 0.6
for this instance P, which is the prediction of the predictor at edge b̃ = eR∩P .
We study learning in the on-line prediction model, where an algorithm is required
not to actually produce prunings but to make predictions for a given instance sequence
based on a given decision dag G. The goal is to make predictions that are competitive
with those made by the best pruning of G or with those by the best mixture of prunings
of G.
We now state our learning model more precisely. A learning problem is speciGed
by the prediction space Yˆ , an outcome space Y and a loss function L : Y × Yˆ → [0; ∞].
(Typically the outcome space Y would be the same as Yˆ .) Examples of loss functions
are the square loss L(y; ŷ) = (y− ŷ)2 and the relative-entropy loss L(y; ŷ) = y ln(y= ŷ)+
(1 − y) ln((1 − y)=(1 − ŷ)). In our (on-line) learning model a prediction algorithm A
proceeds as follows:
Input: a decision dag G
For each trial t = 1; 2; : : :,
Receive an instance=path Pt ∈ P(G)
Generate a prediction ŷt ∈ Yˆ
Observe an outcome yt ∈ Y
SuJer loss L(yt ; ŷt )
For any instance-outcome sequence S =
((P1 ; y1 ); : : : ; (PT ; yT )) ∈ (P(G) × Y )∗ , the cuT
mulative loss of A is deGned as LA (S) = t=1 L(yt ; ŷt ). In what follows, the cumulative
loss of A is simply called the loss of A. Similarly, for a pruning R of G, the loss of
R for S is deGned as
LR (S) =

T

t=1

L(yt ; (eR∩Pt )):
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The performance of A is measured in two ways. The Grst one is to compare the loss
of A to the loss of the best pruning. To develop a more reGned analysis, we deGne
a mixture of losses of prunings.
Let u be a probability vector indexed by R so that

uR ¿0 for R ∈ R(G) and R uR = 1. Then the goal of A is to make predictions so that
its loss LA (S) is close to minu LuI (S), where
LuI (S) =


R∈R(G)

uR LR (S) =

T




t=1 R∈R(G)

uR L(yt ; (eR∩Pt )):

We call LuI (S) the u-mixture of losses on S. It is clear that minu LuI (S) = minR∈R(G)
LR (S). So our Grst goal is to achieve a loss LA (S) close to the loss of the best R. In
the bound given later the mixture vector u will minimize LuI (S) plus a second term
that also depends on u. In that case the optimum u will usually not have all its weight
concentrated on one pruning R.
The second goal is to achieve the loss of A close to the loss of the best mixture of
prunings. That is, the algorithm A tries to make predictions so that its loss LA (S) is as
small as minu LuII (S), where


T


II
Lu (S) =
L yt ;
uR (eR∩Pt ) :
t=1

R∈R(G)

We call LuII (S) the loss of the u-mixture on S. Assume that the loss function L is
convex w.r.t. the second argument. Many typical loss functions such as the square loss
and the log-loss are convex. Then since LuII (S)6LuI (S) holds for any u, the second goal
is harder to achieve than the Grst goal.
3. Dual problem for a planar decision dag
In this section, we show that our problem of on-line pruning has an equivalent dual
problem provided that the underlying graph G is planar. The duality will be used to
make our algorithms e-cient. An s–t cut of G is a minimal set of edges of G such that
its removal from G results in a graph where s and t are disconnected. First we point
out that a pruning of G is an s–t cut of G as well. The converse is not necessarily
true. For instance, the set {a; e; f} is an s–t cut of G in Fig. 2 but it is not a pruning
because a path {a; d; e} intersects the cut with more than one edge. So, the set of
prunings R(G) is a subset of all s–t cuts of G, and our problem can be seen as an
on-line min-cut problem where
cuts are restricted in R(G). To see this, let us consider

the cumulative loss ‘e = t:e∈P
L(yt ; (e)) at edge
e as the capacity of e. Then, the
t
loss of a pruning R, LR (S) = t L(yt ; (eR∩Pt )) = e∈R ‘e , can be interpreted as the
total capacity of the cut R. This implies that a pruning of minimum loss is a minimum
capacity cut from R(G).
It is known in the literature that the (unrestricted) min-cut problem for an s–t planar
graph can be reduced to the shortest path problem for its dual graph (see, e.g. [4,7,11]).
A slight modiGcation of the reduction gives us a dual problem for the best pruning
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Fig. 2. A decision dag G and its dual dag G D .

(a restricted min-cut) problem. Below we show how to construct the dual dag G D from
a planar decision dag G that is suitable for our purpose.
Assume we have a planar decision dag G = (V; E) with source s and sink t. Since
the graph G is acyclic, we have a planar representation of G so that all edges are
directed downward (see e.g. [8]). In this downward representation, the source s and
the sink t are placed on the top and the bottom in the plane, respectively (see Fig. 2).
The vertical line (the dotted line) going through s and t bisects the plane and the outer
face (the unbounded region in the planar representation) of G is split in two, denoted s
and t . Let s be the right face. The dual dag G D = (V D ; E D ) is constructed as follows.
The set of vertices V D consists of all faces (with new outer faces s and t ) of G. Let
e ∈ E be an edge of G which is common to the boundaries of the two faces fr and fl
in G. By virtue of the downward representation, we can let fr be the “right” face on e
and fl be the “left” face on e. Then, let E D include the edge e = (fr ; fl ) directed from
fr to fl . 4 We will sometimes call e the edge going across e. For a subset of edges
A ⊆ E, the dual of A, denoted AD ⊆ E D , is deGned as AD = {e going across e | e ∈ A}.
It is clear that the dual dag G D is a planar dag with source s and sink t and the
dual of G D is G. The following proposition is crucial in this paper.
Proposition 1. Let G be a planar decision dag and G D be its dual dag. Then, there
is a one-to-one correspondence between s–t paths P(G) in G and prunings R(G D )
in G D ; and there is also a one-to-one correspondence between prunings R(G) in G
and s –t paths P(G D ) in G D .
4 In the usual construction the backward edge (f ; f ) (with 0 capacity) is also included in E D , so that there
l r
exists a one-to-one correspondence between cuts in G and paths in G D (see e.g. [11]). In our construction
we get rid of the backward edges to eliminate in G the paths that correspond to cuts that are not prunings
in G.
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Proof. Since the dual of G D is G, it su-ces to give a one-to-one correspondence
between prunings in G and s –t paths in G D .
First we show that any s –t path P  in G D is the dual of a pruning of G. Let R be
such that RD = P  . It su-ces to show that R is a pruning of G. Fix an s–t path P in
G arbitrarily. Since the faces s and t are separated by the path P, P  must go across
at least one edge of P. Moreover, since all edges in G D going across P are directed
from right to left, P  cannot go across P more than once. These imply that |R ∩ P| = 1
and so R is a pruning of G.
Next we show that the dual of any pruning R of G is an s –t path in G D . Let
P  = RD . Below we will construct an s –t path that uses only the edges of P  . If the
constructed path P  is not P  (that is, P  ( P  ), then by the above argument we would
have a pruning R such that its dual (R )D is P  and thus R ( R, a contradiction.
Therefore P  = RD is the constructed s –t path.
Note that any inner face f in G is surrounded by two paths with common endpoints.
Let Right(f) and Left(f) denote the right and the left path of them, respectively. Both
paths start from the same node, denoted s(f), and end up to the other same node,
denoted t(f). The outer face s has only the left path Left(s ). For example, for
face 1 in Fig. 2, Right(1 ) = {b} and Left(1 ) = {a; d}, and for the outer face s ,
Left(s ) = {b; f}. Since Left(s ) is an s–t path in G, |R ∩ Left(s )| = 1. Let e be the
edge at which R and Left(s ) intersect, and f be the face such that e ∈ Right(f), i.e.,
the edge e is common to the boundaries of s and f. By deGnition P  contains the
edge e = (s ; f) that goes across e.
Now we have found a (partial) path in G D that is a subset of P  from s to f with

e being the terminal edge. If f = t then we are done. Otherwise since f is an inner
face, we have in G two paths Right(f) and Left(f) with e ∈ Right(f). Fix a path P1
from s to s(f) and a path P2 from t(f) to t. By concatenating Right(f) with P1 and
P2 , we have an s–t path. Since R is a pruning of G, we must have P1 ∩ R = P2 ∩ R = ∅
and Right(f) ∩ R = {e}. Then consider another s–t path obtained by concatenating
Left(f) with P1 and P2 . Since P1 ∩ R = P2 ∩ R = ∅, there must exist an edge eL such
that Left(f) ∩ R = {eL }. Let eL be the edge in G D that goes across eL and fL be the
face such that eL = (f; fL ). Since P  contains eL , we extend the partial path in G D to
fL . Repeating the above procedure with f = fL and e = eL until fL = t , we can Gnd a
path from s to t that consists of the edges of P  .
Thus there is a natural dual problem associated with the on-line pruning problem.
We now describe this dual on-line shortest path problem as follows:
Input: a decision dag G
For each trial t = 1; 2; : : :,
Receive an instance=pruning Rt ∈ R(G)
Generate a prediction ŷt ∈ Yˆ
Observe an outcome yt ∈ Y
SuJer loss L(yt ; ŷt )
The loss of algorithm A, denoted LA (S), for an instance-outcome
sequence S =
T
((R1 ; y1 ); : : : ; (RT ; yT )) ∈ (R(G) × Y )∗ is deGned as LA (S) = t=1 L(yt ; ŷt ). The class
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of predictors to which the performance of A is now compared consists of all paths.
For a path P of G, the loss of P for S is deGned as
LP (S) =

T

t=1

L(yt ; (eRt ∩P )):

Similarly,
for a mixture vector u indexed by P so that uP ¿0 for P ∈ P(G) and

u
=
1,
the u-mixture of losses of paths and the loss of the u-mixture of paths are
P P
deGned as
LIu (S) =


P∈P(G)

and
LIIu (S) =

T

t=1

uP LP (S) =


L yt ;


P∈P(G)

T




t=1 P∈P(G)

uP L(yt ; (eRt ∩P ))


uP (eRt ∩P ) ;

respectively. The goal of A is to make the loss as small as the best u-mixture of losses
of paths, i.e. minu LIu (S) or the loss of the best u-mixture of paths, i.e. minu LIIu (S).
It is natural to call this
 the on-line shortest path problem because if we consider the
cumulative loss‘e = t:e∈Rt L(yt ; (e)) at edge e as the length of e, then the loss
of P, LP (S) = e∈P ‘e , can be interpreted as the total length of P. It is clear from
the duality that the on-line pruning problem for a decision dag G is equivalent to the
on-line shortest path problem for its dual dag G D . In what follows, we consider only
the on-line shortest path problem.
4. Inecient direct algorithm
In this section, we show the direct implementation of the algorithms for the on-line
shortest path problem. Namely, the algorithm considers each path P of G as an expert
that makes a prediction xt; P = (eRt ∩P ) for a given pruning Rt . Note that this direct
implementation would be ine-cient because the number of experts (the number of
paths in this case) can be exponentially large.
In general, such direct algorithms have the following generic form: They maintain a
weight wt; P ∈ [0; 1] for each path P ∈ P(G); when given the predictions xt; P (= (eRt ∩P ))
of all paths P, they combine these predictions based on the weights to make their own
prediction ŷt , and then update the weights after the outcome yt is observed. In what
follows, let wt and xt denote the weight and prediction vectors indexed by P ∈ P(G),
respectively. Let N be the number of experts, i.e., the cardinality of P(G). More
precisely, the generic algorithmconsists of two parts:
• a prediction function pred : N ([0; 1]N × Yˆ N ) → Yˆ which maps the current weight
) of experts to a prediction ŷt ; and
and prediction vectors (wt ; xt
• an update function update : N ([0; 1]N × Yˆ N × Y ) → [0; 1]N which maps (wt ; xt ) and
outcome yt to a new weight vector wt+1 .
Using these two functions, the generic on-line algorithm behaves as shown in Fig. 3.
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Initialize w1
For each trial t = 1; 2; : : :,
Observe the predictions xt from the experts=paths
Predict ŷt = pred(wt ; xt )
Observe the outcome yt and suJer loss L(yt ; ŷt )
Calculate the new weight vector as wt+1 = update(wt ; xt ; yt )
Fig. 3. The direct algorithm of the generic form.

Vovk’s aggregating algorithm (AA) [21] is a seminal on-line algorithm of the generic
form and has the best possible loss bound for a very wide class of loss functions. It
updates its weights as wt+1 = update(wt ; xt ; yt ), where
wt+1;P = wt;P exp(−L(yt ; xt;P )=cL )

(1)

for any P ∈ P(G). Here cL is a constant that depends on the loss function L. Since
AA uses a complicated prediction function, we only discuss a simpliGed algorithm
called the weighted average algorithm (WAA) [10]. The latter algorithm uses the same
updates with a slightly worse constant cL and predicts with the weighted average based
on the normalized weights:

ŷt = pred(wt ; xt ) =
wQ t;P xt;P ;
(2)
P∈P(G)

where
wQ t; P = 

wt; P

P  ∈P(G)

wt;P

:

The following theorem gives an upper bound on the loss of the WAA in terms of the
best mixture of losses of paths.
Theorem 2 (Kivinen and Warmuth [9]). Assume Y = Yˆ = [0; 1]. Let the loss function
L be monotone convex and twice di9erentiable with respect to the second argument.
Then for any instance-outcome sequence S ∈ (R(G) × Y )∗ ,


LWAA (S) 6 min LIu (S) + cL RE(u wQ 1 ) ;
u

where u is a probability vector indexed by P ∈ P(G) and

uP ln(uP = wQ 1; P )
RE(u wQ 1 ) =
P∈P(G)

is the relative entropy between u and the initial normalized weight vector wQ1 .
Restricting the mixture vector u to unit vectors (uP = 1 for some P), we have by
Theorem 2 that
LWAA (S) 6 min {LP (S) + cL ln(1= wQ 1;P )}:
P∈P(G)
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Namely, the loss of the WAA is not much worse than the loss of the best
path.
We can obtain a more powerful bound in terms of the loss of the best mixture of
paths using the exponentiated gradient (EG) algorithm due to Kivinen and Warmuth
[9]. The EG algorithm uses the same prediction function pred as the WAA and uses
the update function wt+1 = update(wt ; xt ; yt ) so that for any P ∈ P(G),



@L(yt ; z) 
:
(3)
wt+1; P = wt; P exp −"xt; P
@z z=ŷ
t

Here " is a positive learning rate. Kivinen and Warmuth show the following loss bound
of the EG algorithm for the square loss function L(y; ŷ) = (y − ŷ)2 . Note that, for the
square loss, the update above becomes
wt+1; P = wt; P exp(−2"(ŷt − yt )xt; P ):
Theorem 3 (Kivinen and Warmuth [9]). Assume Y = Yˆ = [0; 1]. Let L be the square
loss function. Then, for any instance-outcome sequence S ∈ (R(G) × Y )∗ ,
LEG (S) 6 min
u

2
1
LII (S) + RE(u wQ 1 ) :
2−" u
"

5. Ecient implementation of the direct algorithm
First we give the two conditions on the direct algorithm of Fig. 3 that are required
for our e-cient implementation.
De#nition 4. Let w ∈ [0; 1]N and x ∈ Yˆ N be a weight and a prediction vector. Let
P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk = P(G) be a partition of P(G) such that all paths in the same class
have the same prediction. That is, for each class Pi , there exists xi ∈ Yˆ such that







xP = x
i for any P ∈ Pi . In other words, x = (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) and w = (w1 ; : : : ; wk ), where

wi = P∈Pi wP , can be seen as a projection of the original prediction vector x and
weight vector w onto the partition {P1 ; : : : ; Pk }. The prediction function pred
is projection-preserving if pred(w; x) = pred(w ; x ) for any w, x and any partition
{P1 ; : : : ; Pk }.
De#nition 5. The update function update is multiplicative if there exists a function f : Yˆ × Yˆ × Y → [0; 1] such that for any w ∈ [0; 1]N , x ∈ Yˆ N and y ∈ Y , the new
weight w̃ = update(w; x; y) is given by w̃P = wP f(xP ; ŷ; y) for any P, where ŷ = pred
(w; x).
These conditions are natural and actually satisGed by the prediction and update functions used in many families of algorithms such as AA [21], WAA [10], EG and EGU
[9]. In fact, the prediction function given by (2) is clearly projection-preserving, and the
update functions given by (1) and (3) are both multiplicative. Note that the projection
used may change from trial to trial.
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Now we give an e-cient implementation of the direct algorithm of Fig. 3 that
consists of a projection-preserving prediction function pred and a multiplicative update
function update. The latter implies that wt+1 = update(wt ; xt ; yt ), where
wt+1; P = wt; P f(xt; P ; ŷt ; yt )

(4)

for some function f. Obviously, we cannot explicitly maintain all of the weights wt; P
as the direct algorithm does since there may be exponentially many paths P in G.
Instead, we maintain a weight vt; e for each edge e of G. The weights vt; e for edges
implicitly represent the weights wt; P for all paths P as follows:

wt; P =
vt;e :
(5)
e∈P

We Grst give an e-cient algorithm for updating the weights vt; e at the end of trial t.
For any edge e ∈ E, the weight of e is updated according to
vt+1;e =

vt;e f((e); ŷt ; yt ) if e ∈ Rt ;
vt;e

if e ∈ Rt :

(6)

Note that only the weights of the edges in the instance Rt are updated. So this indirect
update algorithm can be computed in time linear in the size of Rt .
Lemma 6. Relation (5) is preserved by update (6).
Proof. Fix a path P ∈ P(G) arbitrarily. Let e = eRt ∩P . Then
wt+1; P = wt; P f(xt; P ; ŷt ; yt )
=


e∈P


=
=

vt;e f((e ); ŷt ; yt )



e∈P\{e }


e∈P

by (4)
by (5) and xt;P = (e )


vt;e

vt+1;e

(vt;e f((e ); ŷt ; yt ))
by (6);

as required.
Next, we show an indirect algorithm for computing the prediction ŷt . Let the given
pruning be Rt = {e1 ; : : : ; el }. For 16i6l, let Pi = {P ∈ P(G) | ei ∈ P}. Since |Rt ∩ P| =
1 for any P, P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pl = P(G) forms a partition of P(G) and clearly for any path
P ∈ Pi , we have xt; P = (ei ). So,
xt = ((e1 ); : : : ; (el ))

(7)

is a projected prediction vector of xt . Therefore, if we have the corresponding projected
weight vector wt , then by the projection-preserving property of pred we can obtain
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ŷt by pred(wt ; xt ), which equals ŷt = pred(wt ; xt ). Now what we have to do is to
e-ciently compute the projected weights for 16i6l:

wt;i
=


P∈Pi

wt;P =


P:ei ∈P

wt;P =





P:ei ∈P e∈P

vt;e :

(8)


Surprisingly, the
-form formula above is similar to the formula of the likelihood
of a sequence of symbols in a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with a particular state
transition (ei ) [12]. Thus we can compute (8) with the forward–backward algorithm.
For node u ∈ V , let Ps→u and Pu→t be the set of paths from s to the node u and the
set of paths from the node u to t, respectively. DeGne
&(u) =





P∈Ps→u e∈P

vt;e

and

'(u) =





P∈Pu→t e∈P

vt;e :

Suppose that ei = (u1 ; u2 ). Then, the set of all paths in P(G) through ei is represented
as {P1 ∪ {ei } ∪ P2 | P1 ∈ Ps → u1 ; P2 ∈ Pu2 → t }, and therefore formula (8) is given by

wt;i
= &(u1 )vt;ei '(u2 ):

(9)

We summarize this result as the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let xt and wt be given by (7) and (9), respectively. Then (xt ; wt ) is a
projection of (xt ; wt ), and thus pred(wt ; xt ) = pred(wt ; xt ).
The forward–backward algorithm [12] is an algorithm that e-ciently computes &
and ' by dynamic programming as follows:

&(u) =


1


 




if u = s;
&(u )vt;(u ;u)

otherwise



u ∈V
(u ;u)∈E

and

'(u) =


1


 




if u = t;
'(u )vt;(u;u )

otherwise:



u ∈V
(u;u )∈E

It is clear that both & and ' can be computed in time O(|E|).
The indirect algorithm is summarized in Fig 4.
For completeness we state the main result in this section as the next theorem.
Theorem 8. The direct algorithm of Fig. 3 is simulated by the indirect algorithm of
Fig. 4 in O(|E|) time at each trial.
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Initialize v1; e , for e ∈ E
For each trial t = 1; 2; : : :,
Receive a pruning Rt = {e1 ; : : : ; el }
Compute xt and wt as deGned in (7) and (9), respectively
Predict ŷt = pred(wt ; xt )
Observe outcome yt and suJer loss L(yt ; ŷt )
Update vt; e to vt+1; e , for e ∈ Rt as (6)
Fig. 4. The indirect algorithm for planar decision dags.

6. A more ecient algorithm for series–parallel dags
In the case of decision trees, there is a very e-cient algorithm with per trial time
linear in the size of the instance (a path in the decision tree) [6,19]. In this section we
give an algorithm with the same improved time per trial for series–parallel dags, which
are much more general than decision trees. Note that we consider the dual problem,
where instances are prunings and the experts are paths in the dual dag of the primal
series–parallel dag. Our algorithm works on this dual dag, which turns out to be a
series–parallel dag as well.
A series–parallel dag G(s; t) with source s and sink t is deGned recursively as
follows: 5 An edge (s, t) is a series–parallel dag; If G1 (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; Gk (sk ; tk ) are
disjoint series–parallel dags, then the series connection G(s; t) = s(G1 ; : : : ; Gk ) of these
dags, where s = s1 , ti = si+1 for 16i6k − 1 and t = tk , or the parallel connection
G(s; t) = p(G1 ; : : : ; Gk ) of these dags, where s = s1 = · · · = sk and t = t1 = · · · = tk ,
is a series–parallel dag. Note that a series–parallel dag has a parse tree, where each
internal node represents a series or a parallel connection of the dags represented by its
child nodes. In Fig. 5, we give an example of a series–parallel dag and its parse tree.
For an edge e of G we deGne P(G; e) as the set of all paths in P(G) that pass
through the particular edge e. For a pruning R = {e1 ; : : : ; el } ∈ R(G), let W (G; R) denote
the projected weight vector induced by R. That is,


W (G; R) = (wt;1
; : : : ; wt;l
);

where

wt;i
=


P∈P(G;ei )

wt;P =





P∈P(G;ei ) e∈P

vt;e :

Here vt; e ’s are the edge weights which are maintained by the algorithm and updated
according to (6) as before. Recall that the forward–backward algorithm computes
the projected weight vector W (G; R) in O(|E|) time. Now we will show that, for a
5

The deGnition is based on edge series–parallel multidigraphs (sometimes called two-terminal series–
parallel multidigraphs). This is closely related but not the same as vertex series–parallel multidigraphs. See
e.g. [20].
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Fig. 5. An example of a series parallel dag and its parse tree.

series–parallel dag G, W (G; R) can be computed in O(|R|) time. To do so the algorithm
maintains one weight per node of the parse tree. Note that each node, denoted H , of
the parse tree can be identiGed with a sub-series–parallel dag of G and so we can
deGne P(H ) and W (H; R) as well. The entire dag G is represented by the root of the
parse tree. SpeciGcally, the weight of the node H at trial t is deGned as
 
vt;H =
vt;e :
(10)
P∈P(H ) e∈P

We have to update the weights vt; H for all internal nodes H of the parse tree.
It is easy to see that if H consists of a single edge e, then P(H ) consists of the single
path {e}; if H = s(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ), then P(H ) = {P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk | Pi ∈ P(Hi ); 16i6k}; if
H = p(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ), then P(H ) = P(H1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ P(Hk ). From these it follows that

if H consists of a single edge e;

 vt;e


k
vt;Hi if H = s(H1 ; : : : ; Hk );
vt;H =
(11)
 i=1



 k
if H = p(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ):
i=1 vt;Hi
Moreover, for any pruning R ∈ R(H ), if H consists of a single edge e, then R = {e}; if
H = s(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ), then R ∈ R(Hi ) for some 16i6k; if H = p(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ), then there
exist disjoint sub-prunings R1 ∈ R(H1 ), R2 ∈ R(H2 ); : : : ; Rk ∈ R(Hk ) such that R = R1 ∪
R2 ∪ · · · ∪ Rk .
Now we give an algorithm called project that computes W (H; R) (Fig 6.).
Lemma 9. The algorithm project(H; R) computes the projected weight vector
W (H; R).
Proof. First we show by an induction on the depth of the parse tree that project(H; R)
= W (H; R).
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project(H; R)
if H consists of a single edge e, then
return vt; e
if H = s(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ) and R ∈ R(Hi ), then
return project(Hi ; R) ∗ (vt; H =vt; Hi )
with the multiplication ∗ computed for every component.
if H = p(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ) and R = R1 ∪ · · · ∪ Rk
with Ri ∈ R(Hi ) for 16i6k, then
return (project(H1 ; R1 ); : : : ; project(Hk ; Rk ))
Fig. 6. Algorithm project that computes W (H; R).

In the case that H consists of a single edge e (i.e., R = {e}) it is trivial that
project(H; R) = W (H; R) = vt; e .
Consider the case that H = s(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ) and R = (e1 ; : : : ; el ) ∈ R(Hi ) for some i. By
the inductive hypothesis we have
project(H; R) = project(Hi ; R) ∗ (vt;H =vt;Hi )
= W (Hi ; R) ∗ (vt;H =vt;Hi )



= W (Hi ; R) ∗
vt;Hj
j =i



= (W (Hi ; e1 ); : : : ; W (Hi ; el )) ∗



j =i

by (11)


vt;Hj

:

Since for each 16m6l
P(H; em ) = {P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk | Pi ∈ P(Hi ; em ); Pj ∈ P(Hj ) for j = i};
the mth component of project(H; R) is
W (Hi ; em )


j =i

vt;Hj =
=





P∈P(Hi ;em ) e∈P





P∈P(H;em ) e∈P

vt;e


j =i







P∈P(Hj ) e∈P


vt;e

vt;e

= W (H; em );
as required.
Finally, consider the case that H = p(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ) and R = R1 ∪ · · · ∪ Rk with Ri ∈
R(Hi ) for 16i6k. Using the inductive hypothesis we have
project(H; R) = (project(H1 ; R1 ); : : : ; project(Hk ; Rk ))
= (W (H1 ; R1 ); : : : ; W (Hk ; Rk )):
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On the other hand, since W (H; e) = W (Hi ; e) for any edge e ∈ Ri , we have
W (H; R) = (W (H1 ; R1 ); : : : ; W (Hk ; Rk )):
Therefore project(H; R) = W (H; R).
Clearly, when Rt is given at trial t, we get W (G; Rt ) by just calling project(G; Rt ).
However, we need to build a data structure for the parse tree to make project(G; Rt )
run in time linear in |Rt |. In particular, the data structure helps the project(H; R) Gnd
i such that Ri ∈ R(Hi ) in O(1) time when the node H is labeled with s (i.e., the series
composition). The edges of Rt are a subset of the leaves of the parse tree. Clearly these
leaves induce a subtree of size O(|Rt |). We extract this induced subtree by marking
all nodes in the parse tree that have at least one leaf in common with Rt .
mark(H )
if H is not marked, then
mark H
if H is not the root, then
H  = the parent node of H
remember that H is a child of H 
mark(H’)
Calling mark(e) for all e ∈ Rt , we get the subtree induced by the marked nodes. Note
that if a node of series composition is marked, then exactly one of its children is
marked. Also if a node of parallel composition is marked, then all of its children are
marked. It is easy to see that the number of the marked nodes is O(|Rt |). The algorithm
project now proceeds by traversing only the subtree induced by the marked nodes
and spending O(1) time per node. So the overall time to get the projected weight
vector W (G; Rt ) is O(|Rt |).
Similarly, the weights vt; H can also be recursively updated in time O(|Rt |). For
unmarked nodes H , the weights do not need to be changed, i.e. vt+1; H = vt; H . For the
marked nodes, the weights are updated as follows.

vt+1;e
if H consists of e;



vt+1;H = vt+1;Hi vt;H =vt;Hi if H = s(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ) and Hi is marked;


 k
if H = p(H1 ; : : : ; Hk );
i=1 vt+1;Hi
where vt+1; e is given by (6). Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10. In the case when the decision dag is series–parallel, the indirect algorithm of Fig. 4 can be implemented in time O(|Rt |) for each trial t, where Rt is the
instance=pruning of trial t.
Note that the dual of a series–parallel dag is also a series–parallel dag that has the
same parse tree with the series and the parallel connections exchanged. So we can
solve the primal on-line pruning problem using the same parse tree.
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7. Concluding remarks
We gave algorithms that e-ciently simulate a large family of on-line prediction
algorithms that implicitly maintain one weight per pruning and predict nearly as well
as the best pruning or the best convex combination of prunings of a given planar dag.
The previous results were only for the case when the dag is a decision tree. The dual
of the on-line pruning problem for planar dags is an on-line shortest path problem for
planar dags. Our algorithms actually work for this dual problem. Interestingly, we do
not need the planarity of the dags when applying our algorithms to the dual problem.
Our algorithms require a planar dag as input, which is supposed to be generated by
another algorithm as the Grst phase. There are a number of algorithms for constructing
decision trees such as the C4.5 algorithm [18]. However, we do not know an algorithm
for producing good planar dags or good series–parallel dags. One solution to this would
be to use a “hard-wired” planar dag that has a Gxed structure (see e.g. [17]).
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